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Introduction 
 

Managed file transfer teams are continually challenged with three opposing requirements: 

provide better visibility into data flows, handle more traffic and save money through 

operational efficiencies.  However all three requirements can be addressed at the same time 

with the right file governance system.  This paper describes how file governance and the 

conversations around it solve these requirements while increasing the value of your managed 

file transfer team to your customers and upper management.   

Get Visibility into Data Flows 
 

Data about our activities is all around us.  Tracking the movement of data with timestamps, 

identities and even intent is such a basic compliance requirement that it hardly registers on 

RFPs today.  Still, providing the right information to the right people at the right time remains 

an elusive goal to IT management and enterprise architects, especially when file transfer 

systems from multiple vendors are involved.   

Understand Your Customer 

 

The first thing any designer needs before developing a solution is to understand their 

customer.  For managed file transfer teams, your customers are the business units you serve – 

nothing more, nothing less.   

Do Not React Simply to End Users or Partners 

 

A common temptation for managed file transfer teams is to assume that your primary 

audience consists of the end users and remote partners with whom you exchange files.  This 

temptation comes naturally because your front-line personnel know many of these people 

well through shared enablement and troubleshooting experiences.  The professional 

camaraderie that develops in the trenches is good for morale but can be bad for the health 

of your department. 

When front-line personnel treat end users and remote partners as your primary customers, 

they begin to take actions that prioritize certain end users and remote partners, such as the 

ones with the friendliest or most helpful personnel.  Worse, they may cover up demanding 

end users or partners that could be sapping the company’s bottom line, especially if they are 

dealing with friends at the other end of the line.    

Prioritize Activity For Business Units 

 

The correct approach for managed file transfer teams is to prioritize activity around the value 

provided to specific business units.  Under this model, your managed file transfer team works 

collaboratively with its business units to identify key customers and then prioritize their traffic, 

enablement, downtime and related requests.  Your team will also collect and pass on 

information about important projects, end users and partners, quantifying specific costs to 

the business whenever possible.   
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Prepare for Business Unit Expectations 

 

Before you organize meetings with your business units to align your transmission goals to theirs 

you should understand their general expectations and motivations. 

First of all, business units are primarily contract-driven.  They may have unusual requirements 

for transmission windows, frequencies and other fulfillment parameters, but it is important to 

understand that these requirements have been negotiated with paying customers and are 

often locked down for a specific time period.  With this in mind, your managed file transfer 

team should work to understand the degree of flexibility built into business unit contracts 

(e.g., “just get it there” or “you must use FTP at 3pm on Friday”) and get visibility into renewal 

milestones when changes can be made. 

Second, business units are usually already aware of their own busy and critical time periods. 

In many cases they have already staffed and developed operational procedures around 

them.  Your managed file transfer team must also be aware of those time periods so that 

they can staff and work their own projects around business unit crunch times.  

Trust, but Verify File Activity 

 

When questioned, some business units will be able to provide an estimate of the number of 

files they believe they move every day.  Unfortunately, these back-of-the-envelope numbers 

are often off by a factor of four to six, according to historical data collected from multiple 

customer sites from Primeur, a leading managed file transfer vendor.  To really understand 

what is happening to your business units’ file flows your managed file transfer team needs to 

apply the proper instrumentation. 

The first instrumentation challenge faced usually involves parsing logs from different software 

packages, as it is quite common for enterprises to have deployed three, four or more 

different file transfer technologies in the field.  Fortunately, handling logs from multiple 

technologies is a surmountable challenge as long as your unified governance technology 

can handle formats from multiple vendors.  With this technology in hand, you can provide 

business units an accurate view of all the file flows associated with their business process - 

and increase the value of your department in their eyes.   

Define and Enforce Service Level Agreements (SLAs) 

Develop Service Level Agreements with Business Units 

 

Once you understand your business units’ priorities and their related traffic flows, you must 

work with them to document their specific expectations.  This is accomplished through 

service level agreements (“SLAs”) that are tied directly to the business process - a financial 

obligation or customer contract commitment, for example. 

Your SLAs should include specific provisions for enablement, support channels and escalation 

procedures, a higher level of service for key customers and technical promises around 

uptime and system responsiveness.  They may also contain promises to complete certain 

bodies of work within specific time periods.  For example, “files sent to customer by 3am each 

morning should see a response back within 30 minutes.” 
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By applying specific business values - monetary values if possible - from your SLAs to your file 

transfers you can calculate the value of specific files and prioritize your resources around your 

most critical flows. 

 

You should also plan to buttress your SLAs with two types of reporting.  The first consists of 

reports that business units can use to judge your effectiveness, such as an uptime graph, a 

support activity summary or a chart of missed bodies of work.  The second consists of any 

additional reports that your enterprise will need to defend itself if accused of violating an SLA, 

such as audit trails that would show that no files were dropped off by a business unit or the 

customer attempting to collect a penalty. 

 

It is also common for business unit managers to ask for specific reports that translate file 

transfers into the key performance indicators (KPIs) they use in their business.  These extend 

from simple “number of files” reports through simple KPIs such as “orders today” for a sales 

manager to complex KPIs such as support performance (e.g., “what was our response time 

to escalated issues?”).  Your reports may even be directly incorporated into more complex 

bundles of business unit reporting, such as that associated with an outsourced service 

contract provisioned through managed file transfer. 

 

Develop Service Level Agreements with End Users and Partners 

Once you have SLAs that meet your business units’ needs, you can extend these to end users 

and partners.  As with your internal SLAs, these may contain provisioning promises, support 

channels (including priority access for key customers), and they should be backed up by 

externally visible reports that highlight the value each business unit provides to them.    

 

Again, it is important for managed file transfer teams to resist pressure they may feel from end 

users and partners to perform work outside the scope of their SLAs.  Instead, that pressure 

should be directed at their business unit.  This allows each business unit to make a decision 

about whether a particular exception to the SLA is good for their specific business or not.    

Monitor Your Service Level Agreements 

 

Almost every expectation codified by an SLA can be expressed as a numerical metric. 

Metrics around uptime or the time to provision a new user are easy to visualize, but even 

“soft” activities such as taking and resolving a trouble ticket can be quantified.    

 

The most difficult metrics to develop in FTP or managed file transfer involve tracking system 

responsiveness, knowing whether specific bodies of work were completed or determining if 

flows associated with key customers were properly prioritized.  However, your file governance 

technology should cover these cases and more.  

Exceed Expectations Through Proactive Detection 

 

IT professionals are too often called “reactive” and our best efforts are often labeled “fire 

fights” instead of “saving the company millions.”  However, the right file governance 

technology allows you to take a proactive stance on the quality of your critical file transfers.   
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Deployed correctly, you can use file governance technology to detect that critical files are 

missing and use that information to correct the problem before your business units or their 

end users are even aware of it.  You also avoid tired arguments over log records from the 

past and instead turn your managed file transfer team into the advance guard of your 

customer-facing IT systems.    

Save Money through Efficiencies 
 

In today’s cost-conscious world, doing more with less is the norm.  Unfortunately, too many 

companies’ use of file transfer is inefficient.  Underutilized dedicated servers, overlapping 

transfer support teams and duplicate software packages that require extra maintenance 

and training are still quite common.   

Eliminate Overlapping Systems 

 

Duplicate processes or systems are rarely implemented by design but are always costly. 

Duplicates are often the result of acquisitions or shared service initiatives that bring 

overlapping systems on board.  The best way to gain control of those systems and fold them 

into enterprise operations is to apply file governance as soon as possible to understand their 

exact roles.  File governance puts you in control of the scope, timing and cost of 

consolidation.     

Improve Profit Margins 

 

Internal shared service centers and IT outsourcers continually compete on cost.  File 

governance helps both groups understand how to apply cost models to the volumes passing 

through their systems.  This inevitably leads to intelligent reconfiguration and prioritization of 

traffic through less costly technology.  It also serves to highlight legacy systems now running a 

fraction of their former volume after a divestiture, loss of key customer or move to transaction-

based technology, and helps operations identify the cost and risk associated with moving 

that traffic to other systems.  

Simplify Operations with Strategic Solutions 

 

By consolidating your file transfers into one or two strategic systems you save license, 

maintenance, training and support costs.  However, not just any system can be a strategic 

system.  Strategic systems need to be able to handle the load of multiple “point” or “single 

purpose” solutions with a wide breadth of capabilities and the ability to scale dynamically to 

handle increasing loads or more traffic at peak processing hours.   

Eliminate the Risk of Consolidation 

 

The one thing more hazardous to a manager’s career than an expensive deployment is a 

broken deployment.  The reason too many file transfer systems remain in place for so long is 

that no one is willing to risk touching a system whose complete purpose is unknown. 

 Unfortunately this compounds inefficiency by causing the enterprise to miss out on 
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functional, even security, improvements while continuing to pay excessive amounts for 

legacy maintenance. 

File governance removes the fear of the unknown before conversions by determining the 

extent, purpose and cost of each file transfer.  During and after conversions it continues to 

serve by monitoring critical transfers.  File governance can even guarantee identified SLAs 

remain intact throughout the process. 

File governance technology offers these benefits across multiple vendor platforms by 

interpreting common log files and log databases and issuing reports based on multiple 

sources in a common format.  This “single pane of glass” approach allows you to avoid fire 

drills, missed SLA penalties and even capacity issues after a conversion. 

Avoid Painful Security Audits 

 

Whether or not you choose to consolidate your diverse system, regulatory demands persist. 

 In this arena, the visibility file governance provides into systems before, during and after 

conversions continues to meet and exceed regulatory demands. 

Over time auditors’ demands are becoming more sophisticated.  Fewer are leaving with 

what you prepared for them and more are asking for information that you may not have at 

your fingertips.  Questions like “what controls do you have on files leaving this department” 

and “can you show me who sent the last ten files that left your organization” can be costly or 

embarrassing to answer without a file governance system that tracks all these interactions.   

What to Expect When You’re Inspecting 

Support for Capacity Planning 

 

In 2010 Gartner reported that worldwide data volume was growing at nearly 60% per year 

and that the number of files in that data was nearly doubling every year.  These trends put 

incredible pressure on any team trying to plan for future capacity. 

On FTP and managed file transfer systems substantial traffic increases raise capacity 

questions on every affected system component.  These include questions about the total 

remaining capacity of the system, the amount of time until that capacity is reached and the 

ability to identity the drivers behind the growth in usage.  (For example, which component or 

business unit is experiencing the highest month-to-month growth?) 

By instrumenting all FTP and managed file transfer systems with file governance you have the 

ability to draw out trends, determine rates of change and pinpoint top contributors.  You help 

your business and improve the value of your team by reducing the risk of unplanned changes 

or service interruptions caused by blindly exceeding capacity.   

Service Level Agreement Metrics 

 

Performance metrics that conform to the SLAs you negotiated with your customers should be 

readily available in multiple forms.  These metrics may include uptime, response time, rate of 

failure on bodies of work, average time to complete enablement, number of escalations 
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each week or any of the custom metrics and KPIs established between your managed file 

transfer team and their business unit customers. 

The work you performed to quantify the value of your SLAs can also be developed into 

metrics of their own.  Provided back to business units, this information directly quantifies your 

value to your most valuable customers.   

Reporting Staples 

 

When you seek better visibility into your file transfers, comparisons to reporting facilities in 

other technologies are inevitable.  Some common expectations required in file governance 

are summarized below.   

Drill Down to Details 

 

One of the most common operational questions managed file transfer teams face is “"where 

is my file?"  Whether that question comes from an end user, a business unit customer or other 

stakeholder the answer needs to come back quickly and accurately across multiple MFT 

systems.  Similarly detailed results should be available for questions about user accounts, rules 

and other elements that control access and movement within the system.   

Alerts and Notifications 

 

Few administrators can spend all day staring at the console.  Responding to alerts on 

Blackberries and iPhones is a more realistic scenario these days, and exactly the type of 

capability file governance alerts and notifications provide through email, page and call 

alerts.   

Charts and Graphs 

 

Whilst the ‘real time’ ability to enquire and drill down on specific file transfer activity is 

important, the wealth of information being collected in the File Governance database is an 

enormously valuable asset.  It also plays a key role in being able to respond quickly and 

comprehensively to audit requests, as well as demonstrating compliance. 

The database should be readily available for enquiry and provide a simple to use graphical 

reporting capability such as the BIRT tool, along with the ability to provide information to the 

corporate reporting systems.  Both technical and business level information should be 

available. 

Technical information might include such things as: 

a. File volumes/success by origin and destination 

b. File volumes by protocol and MFT engine 

c. Troublesome connections 
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Business level information available will depend on the amount and quality of information 

you have inserted into the metadata of each file transfer.  The types of information you might 

be looking for could be:     

a. File volumes/success by key customers within LOBs 

b. SLA value lost (vs. budgeted) 

c. Key customer interruptions 

 

 

 

Extensible Reporting Interface 

 

In addition to built-in reports available online through your file governance technology many 

users will want access to your metrics in regular reports.  Two common capabilities are key to 

allow this to happen.  The first capability is a report scheduler that performs its job much like 

regular file transfers: reliably and with retries in case of timeout or other transient error.  The 

second capability is a full and published report schema so your reporting teams, DBAs and 

advanced users can leverage your file governance data for their own purposes.    
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Conclusion 
 

File governance serves an important role in any enterprise that depends on file transfer by 

providing managed file transfer teams an essential connection to their most important 

customers while minimizing file transfer expenses. 

Today’s file governance technology: 

 saves money by helping you devote the right resources to critical transfers and retire 

overlapping or underpowered systems safely 

 

 helps you anticipate future capacity and security needs as file volumes continue to 

skyrocket and the regulatory demands of your auditors increase  

 

 provides visibility into data flows across many types of systems, including visibility into and 

enforcement of quantifiable SLAs 

 

 demonstrates your value to business units, end users and other data consumers by 

merging business and technical data  

 

For more information on file governance and related technology, please contact Primeur at 

marketing@primeur.com or via www.primeur.com    
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